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Counter Culture
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Inspired by ‘Drop City’, a day of performances, readings, music & food exploring collaboration, collectivity and counter culture.
SIX BOOKS: Fluxus Action

I started a number of years ago exploring for ways in which the individual could employ his experience analytically to reorganize

outdoors/inside, on the
responsibilities, the people, the
activities, the

Why open up your
SPACE?
distractions playing host
practice ideas
random encounters
bring the critical context in
Knit
Take snaps
Solder
dig the garden
Crochet
hang wallpaper
cook
do sums
keep a budget
type
under control

make a rainbow
turn my eyes inside out
turn my clothes inside out
I can cook anything
I can smile
I can taste!
Pick UP Pen Cookie Paper

Why not?
Softer than a contract

THIS ELECTRIC DREAMLAND: 
FREE LOVE FOR THE 
FUC*ED UP 
WISE 
"BUT WISDOM ONLY GOES SO FAR 
WHEN YOUR HEAD IS LEFT Ajar"

Nature forges 
past brass 
lifting bridges 
art on bikes 
part research 
"shoot for the moon"
George Brecht

Mandatory Happening - 1966

You will decide to read or not read this instruction. Having made your decision, the happening is over.